A Proposal to Speed Translation of
Healthcare Research Into Practice
Dramatic Change Is Needed
Rodger Kessler, PhD, Russell E. Glasgow, PhD
Abstract: Effıcacy trials have generated interventions to improve health behaviors and biomarkers.
However, these efforts have had limited impact on practice and policy. It is suggested that key
methodologic and contextual issues have contributed to this state of affairs. Current research
paradigms generally have not provided the answers needed for more probable and more rapid
translation. A major shift is proposed to produce research with more rapid clinical, public health, and
policy impact.
(Am J Prev Med 2011;40(6):637– 644) © 2011 American Journal of Preventive Medicine

R

andomized controlled effıcacy trials using precisely defıned interventions and highly selected
participants have been the preferred and often
exclusive design of choice. Designed for narrowly focused
pharmacology trials, when applied to the other major
issues facing health care today, such trials are limited in
their ability to address the complex populations and
problems we face. A moratorium is proposed on such
research for the next decade, and pragmatic, transparent,
contextual, and multilevel designs that include replication, rapid learning systems and networks, mixed methods, and simulation and economic analyses to produce
actionable, generalizable fındings that can be implemented in real-world settings is suggested.
This shift would include greater focus on the needs of
practitioners, patients, payers, and policymakers and
generate more relevant evidence. Funding priorities
would change to include greater focus on complex multimorbid patients in community settings. Changes would
be made in grant review criteria and review sections
would require reviewers with new methodologic skills
and experience in pragmatic studies and contextual factors. The current situation demands study of complex
interventions1,2 that produce complex outcomes. Relying
on an effıcacy-based RCT research paradigm established
to answer questions under decontextualized, optimal
conditions will not produce the solutions needed.
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You cannot solve problems by continuing to use the
same solutions that created the problem in the fırst
place.
Albert Einstein

Healthcare researchers have generated an extraordinary literature concerning the relationship of biobehavioral factors to health and illness causation. There is an
equally excellent literature demonstrating how nonpharmacologic interventions can improve both behaviors and
biomarkers under optimal conditions.3,4 These efforts
have left little time or funding to address the transfer of
those results into healthcare or public health practice and
policy.5,6 This has rendered that effıcacy literature of very
limited use to practitioners7 and ineffective at affecting
real-world and large-scale practices and policies, or at
achieving public health impact.
A considerable literature has documented the incomplete and often-lengthy gap between research and practice8 –10 that has sometimes been characterized as “lost in
translation.”11,12 Excellence in science generated research
designs strong on internal validity but that have extremely limited or unknown external validity.6,13 Such
research is not perceived by practitioners and policymakers as relevant to their practice settings and populations,
nor of much use to decision makers searching for answers
to specifıc complex questions to which they must respond.10 With healthcare reform focusing on comparative effectiveness research and evidence-based interventions, we are at a crossroads. The “excellence” in which we
were trained enhances careers, but these efforts have little
bearing on real-time needs for answers to complex implementation, dissemination, and policy questions. Here is
an alternative approach that will substantially increase
the probability that research fındings will translate into
Am J Prev Med 2011;40(6):637– 644
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action and policy, and be relevant to challenging, lowresource settings in the U.S. and abroad.

fınal follow-up data have been collected, making this an
extremely ineffıcient paradigm.

A Bold Proposal

No More Cookbook Randomized
Controlled Trials

Sometimes a problem reaches a point of acuity where
there are just two choices left: bold action or permanent crisis.
David Rothkopf

We propose a 10-year moratorium on effıcacy RCTs in
health and health services research. This would provide
the necessary time for researchers, practitioners, policymakers, and citizens to collaboratively identify and evaluate innovations that have real potential for translation.
With funding available for such efforts, investigators
could design and conduct pragmatic trials14 and rapid
learning studies15 with representative populations, staff,
and settings that will more rapidly affect practice and
policy.5 Such a shift is consistent, for example, with the
FDA’s recent draft guidance to focus on adaptive research
designs based on analyses of interim data16 and recommendations of the CONSORT Working Group on Pragmatic Trials.14,17

Why Such a Change?
Uncritically accepting designs that isolate, decontextualize, and simplify issues has dramatically decreased the
applicability of the current results. The key problems of
today are “wicked” problems18 that are multilevel, multiply determined, complex, and interacting. Physicists employing mechanistic and decontextualizing, isolation design approaches learned the limitations of such approaches
at reductionism decades ago and have since moved to
chaos and complexity theory, and more contextual
approaches.19,20
The RCT designs and hegemony around systematic
reviews have worked well to create an initial body of
research but have not worked for producing replicable
results that matter or translate.21 The system that is
built stifles creativity and thinking by holding that
effıcacy RCTs are always the highest or only type of
evidence considered. A culture of funding, publication, and rewards has followed based on adherence to
this model of deconstructive science.22,23 This has permeated all stages from training in research methods, to
grant funding, to publication and review processes, to
reward and tenure systems.
It takes years to conduct a large-scale RCT requiring
grant approval, funding, protocol development, and IRB
approval, recruitment, implementation, and follow-up.
Frequently, only then can analyses begin, when investigators are blind to results and cannot begin analyses until

Effıcacy-focused, RCT designs achieved prominence, at
least in part, as a method for pharmaceuticals seeking
FDA approval, where it can be argued that biological
responses are standard (though even this assumption is
inconsistent with personalized or genomic medicine).
But this type of highly prescribed science has often been
applied uncritically to all intervention problems and questions. These efforts have produced important outcomes24
but even when a defınitive result is produced, this provides little guidance as to how to translate fındings into
feasible and cost-effective programs for practice. Many
political, economic, and historical reasons have contributed to the lack of rapid transfer.11,12 There is a clear
dilemma that policy, organizational, and environmental
issues and the interaction of these contextual factors with
patient-centered healthcare, genomic, and biologic factors have not been elucidated by reductionistic crosssectional correlational and effıcacy RCT designs.
The diffıculty emerges when these approaches are used
for the “wicked”18 and complex, inter-related problems
now driving current healthcare crises, both in the U.S.
and internationally. Intervention solutions derived under
ideal conditions are not the best solutions to complex,
multiply determined problems in very different contexts.25 Intensive, expensive interventions delivered in
leading medical centers by world-class experts and requiring very skilled intervention delivery and high fıdelity, administered to uncomplicated, highly motivated patients cannot be expected to work equally well in the
messy, real-world, under-resourced public health settings around the world dealing with complex comorbid
patients living in stressful, nonsupportive environments.
The only thing surprising about this is why anyone would
think they should.25,26 Beginning with designs that focus
on rapid and relevant translation and learning will generate evidence more relevant for practice and policy
uptake.

What Could Be Learned During
a Moratorium
The types of research more likely to be applicable to
real-world problems would be thoughtful alternative designs that fıt the question—not projects that automatically use RCT designs for every question.27 This emerging
evidence would be practical, contextual, and transparent
so others more easily could understand and build on its
limitations.28,29
www.ajpmonline.org
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Such a shift would help us to consider multiple principles of causation.30,31 In particular, greater attention
would be paid to replication32 and robustness.33 Often,
the scientist who proposes to or performs an important
replication is rejected by study sections and journals in
favor of “new, innovative” surprising fındings— even if
cross-sectional and not replicated. This is especially true
when one fails to replicate initial positive fındings—
which is usually interpreted to mean that the “evidencebased fınding” has not been adequately implemented.34
Instead, a great deal could be learned from failures to
replicate— by understanding moderating factors and
conditions responsible.33,35
There are different types of replication: in his classic
text Sidman32 distinguishes direct replication— conducted under conditions as close as possible to the original; from systematic replication—which explores boundary conditions by experimentally varying different
factors. The more robust an intervention effect is
across different conditions in systematic replications,
the greater confıdence one has that the effect is strong
and causal.36 Thoughtful replications should be considered important scientifıc contributions—not
treated as inferior.
Decision makers often need relevant evidence in a
matter of days or weeks, not years or decades.15 Etheredge
and the IOM suggest “rapid learning healthcare evidence”15 as a different complementary type of research.
Such studies use large data sets of real-world patients
treated in real-world settings—such as HMOs, VA centers, or primary care– based networks.37,38 Substantial
amounts of ARRA (the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009) money have been spent to create integrated data networks that combine data across multiple
settings to provide information— often from electronic
medical records— using principles of data harmonization to produce rapid, sometimes real-time, results on up
to millions of real-world patients being treated under
real-world conditions in different contexts.37,38
A second way to foreshorten the amount of time to
produce results for pressing problems is to utilize sophisticated models or simulations.39 – 42 Simulations have
been used effectively to advance a number of sciences,
including climate change, economics, and decision making. Recently, healthcare simulation models have been
applied to model the results of various biomedical interventions and policies.43,44 Some of these models have
been found to replicate the results of actual intervention
trials quite closely.43 It is beyond the scope of this article
to discuss the strengths and limitations of simulation
models or their variations, but they do offer another,
seldom-used approach to produce relatively rapid answers. Such models including contextual factors to evalJune 2011
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uate the potential impact of moderating conditions—
could fırst be conducted to determine if there is the need
for expensive multisite intervention trials. They can also
be very useful in modeling costs and value, and in detecting potential unanticipated outcomes by varying assumptions and input factors such as patient characteristics and assumptions about adherence levels.
Implications of results from well-controlled, observational studies and simulations can in turn be relatively
rapidly tested by designs such as multiple baseline across
settings,27 fractional factorial, preference, or other quasiexperimental designs in the rapidly advancing area of
quality improvement evaluation.45

Other Issues and Consequences
The types of important, practical questions that decision
makers need answered are of the form: What does it cost;
how many and what types of people will participate and
how do I know this will work in our setting? If these
questions cannot be answered to the satisfaction of the
questioner, further consideration of the program or policy
is extremely unlikely regardless of the amount, strength, or
quality of data on its effıcacy.
Cost questions are important and complex, and cost
data must be a primary focus rather than an afterthought
or “add-on.” Detailed discussion of economic analysis is
beyond the scope of this paper, but useful references and
guidelines are available.46,47 At a minimum, evaluations
should include a basic analysis of the costs of delivering
an intervention, using reasonably straightforward, transparent procedures.47 Progressively more challenging
questions concern cost effectiveness (and the related
business perspective question of “return on investment”
and cost– benefıt analysis).46 Particularly recommended
are economic sensitivity analyses that can inform potential adopters of the impact of different recruitment and
delivery options, delivery staff, intervention intensities,
levels of scale, inflation assumptions, and other contextual factors. Such designs can test the limit of applicability
to settings such as low-resource clinics and community
health centers in the U.S. or low- and middle-income
countries.
The second “fıeld of dreams” question “if we offer it,
will people come” is especially challenging to answer
using traditional RCT designs. In RCTs, participants
(and sometimes clinicians) must agree not only to randomization and research requirements but also to assignment to any of the experimental conditions. More realworld relevant designs to project uptake or reach
participation rates48 include preference designs49 in
which all or a subset of participants are allowed to choose
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Table 1. Key pragmatic and translation issues in need of study by research design, intervention, and evaluation
issues
Key complex T3 and T4 research translation issues in need of study

Research issue

Practical and
feasible
interventions

Key contextual
factors

Transparent reporting

Design fits question

Experimental design

Addresses issues
relevanta to
decision makers
Representative
settings and
participants
Includes complex
patientsa and
realistic
comparison
treatment(s)

Heterogeneous or
typical settings
Study of
moderating
factorsa
Includes
qualitative
features

Reports modification and
adaptation to recruitment
and design across sites
Local customization

Fits specific question
Dynamic adaptive rapid
and efficient Information
for scale-up and
robustness analyses
Simulations

Intervention
characteristics

Designed for broad
adoption and
implementationa
Efficient MINC
design approach
Stepped care
Scalable

Flexible
Provides
guidelinesa for
fidelity and
customization
Deliverable by
variety of staff in
typical settings

Reports on: Adoptiona
Implementation
Modificationsa
Subgroup effects
“CONSORT Plusa”
informationb

Designed for healthcare
settings of futurea
QI blends that get
smarter over time
Sustainablea with typical
resources

Evaluation measures
and analyses

Analyses of modifier
and subgroup
effects
Effects of treatment
intensity and staff
expertise
Cost, costeffectiveness,
and, sensitivity
analysisa

Focus on policy,
economic, and
political context
Assess impact on
disparitiesa highrisk subgroups
variationa across
settings, staff,
and time
Generalization
analysesa

Reach by condition
Unintended results
Quality-of-life impacts
Implementationa by
condition and
over time
Maintenancea at setting
and individual
levels

Evaluate systems impacts
and unintended
consequences
Understand multilevel
effects and mediators
“Postmortem” interviews
Long-term sustainability
and program evolution

a

Issues especially in need of study
CONSORT Plus – see www.re-aim.org/tools/figures-and-tables.aspx. Extends reporting to include recruitment of settings and sustainability
CONSORT, Consolidated Standards of Reporting Trials; MINC, minimal intervention needed for change; QI, quality improvement

b

among alternative interventions, as is more typically
done in real-world settings.48
The third question of “will this work in our setting”
raises critical issues for translation and dissemination
that are seldom addressed in traditional RCT designs. As
presented in Table 1, these issues can be summarized in the
form of a matrix displaying the extent to which studies are
practical, contextual, transparent, and thoughtful,33 crossindexed with how these issues apply to research design,
intervention characteristics, and evaluation issues.
Here are a few highlighted issues from Table 1. Interventions should be developed from the outset with dissemination and scalability in mind.50 The recent NIH
program announcement #10-038 and establishment of a
standing study section for implementation and dissemination research is a helpful step. It should assist systematic investigations of the specifıcity versus generalizability of intervention effects that are currently greatly
understudied, as are the main and interactive effects of

health policies. If the resource demands for time, expertise, equipment, or commitment far exceed those in typical practice settings or for which it is possible to be
reimbursed, it is unlikely that an innovation will be adopted, regardless of its effectiveness. Therefore, it is suggested that there be included an additional scored review
element of feasibility of translation into typical practice
settings.
With the advent of genomic medicine,9 this is even
more true: mean results across genetically diverse samples are likely less informative than designs capable of
answering questions about which intervention is most
effective for which group of patients.35 To do so leads
us to consider the utility of practical or pragmatic
trials.14
If we want more evidence-based practice, we need
more practice-based evidence.
Larry W. Green, 200425
www.ajpmonline.org
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Thorpe et al. and the CONSORT Pragmatic–Explanatory Work Group17 have identifıed key elements of such
trials.14 They suggest that applicability be an explicit element in planning of trials; trials be explicitly designed to
produce results that have immediate and wide applicability; trials be reported in ways that make it easier to judge
applicability; decision makers explicitly support and seek
out trials with pragmatic attitudes that inform choices
affecting clinical care, health services delivery, and policy;
and funders request proposals for research on the major
determinants of applicability.
Such trials14,28,35 fıt well with the need to report fındings more transparently (www.re-aim.org/tools/fıguresand-tables.aspx). Information about recruitment procedures for settings and staff involved in a study, the
number of settings excluded and reasons for exclusion,
and the number and characteristics of settings and staff
who are invited but decline to participate is also important for drawing conclusions.51 Many large-scale studies
and multisite trials fınd substantial differences in implementation or outcomes across setting or staff types, and
this should be reported more transparently.
Inclusion of such information in “CONSORT PLUS”
summaries (www.re-aim.org) and diagrams as shown in
Figure 1, including the long-term status of programs
studied (e.g., if they are discontinued, modifıed, or adopted in entirety following the research), would greatly
advance available knowledge of sustainability. Information on long-term program sustainability has consistently been found to be the characteristic least often reported across a variety of research areas and settings.52
Obviously, much greater attention to longer-term sustainability and its multilevel determinants is needed, and
expanded reporting, such as that in Figure 1, would help
to highlight this need.
The PRECIS criteria recommended by the Pragmatic–
Explanatory Work Group on CONSORT14 represent an
important effort to increase such transparency in reporting.14 The pragmatic– explanatory continuum indicator
summary (PRECIS) has been developed to increase clarity about the extent to which a trial is applied and widely
applicable (Pragmatic) or more basic and effıcacyfocused (Explanatory) on ten dimensions: flexibility of
the comparison and experimental interventions; practitioner expertise—in both experimental and comparison
conditions; eligibility criteria; primary analysis; practitioner adherence; participant compliance; follow-up intensity; and outcomes. Routinely including information on
the PRECIS dimensions would contribute toward transparency and broader understanding of results.
Pragmatic research applications may well “violate” rules
many of us have been taught. For example, an intervention
may need to be dynamic and adaptive53 over time to address
June 2011
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emerging issues. Evaluations often need to employ both
qualitative and quantitative methods and address multiple
ecologic levels (e.g., patient; family; health care, community,
policy). One implication of complexity theory illustrated by
pharmacologic interventions is that there are often interactions and important unintended consequences.54,55 Several
leading research groups are coming to view healthcare settings as complex, adaptive systems,19,54,55 and these systems
often resist change or produce unexpected, nonlinear results
when “perturbed.”54,55 Studies should be designed to detect
such impacts—positive or negative. Because research follows the funding available for its conduct, development of
private foundation, NIH, AHRQ, CDC, and other sustained
announcements and support for pragmatic trials is
encouraged.56,57

Larger Impacts on Research
Here are likely consequences of a moratorium, using the
NIH funding process as a jumping off point. Although
only one-way research is funded, NIH accounts for a
considerable amount of research funding, and the issues
below generalize to other funding sectors. With an increased focus on research that rapidly responds to “messy
and wicked, complex questions,” funding priorities, and
announcements would change, especially those related to
comparative effectiveness research.58,59 As complex patients having multiple morbidities in community settings
become primary research foci60 instead of excluded from
research, there will be a need for signifıcant rethinking of
single-condition-focused funding initiatives.
Greater collaborative funding across DHHS agencies and
public–private funding would enhance study of multimorbid complex patients and delivery systems in which they
receive care. Grant review criteria would be reformulated to
reward design criteria favoring thoughtful, pragmatic designs tailored to fıt specifıc questions and conditions. Inclusion of broad, representative populations and diverse settings would become important criteria, and high levels of
exclusions would be rated as limitations. Practice settings
that reflected typical (or a range of) practice patterns and
staffıng models would be strengthened. Investigator and
research team composition would need to include strong
experience in applied settings. Community-based settings
would be prioritized over academic expertise in specialized
conditions. A new criterion might be added: Will this research generate data likely to result in policy or practice improvement within 3–5 years?
The moratorium would require substantial change in
review sections. Many current study sections now consist
predominantly of researchers trained in effıcacy or drug
RCTs, with a history of funding and a view of research
that has effıcacy RCTs as their hallmark. In contrast, new
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Figure 1. Extended CONSORT diagram
Note: At each step, record qualitative information and factors affecting each RE-AIM dimension and step in flowchart. Reprinted with permission
from the RE-AIM website: www.re-aim.org/tools/figures-and-tables.aspx
CONSORT, Consolidated Standards of Reporting Trials; RE-AIM, reach, effectiveness, adoption, implementation, maintenance; Tx, treatment

and more diverse methodologic skills and experiences in
real-world settings would need to be qualifıcations of
reviewers. This would likely include retraining current
reviewers and recruitment of reviewers with those skill
sets—and openness—to alternative designs.
Downstream consequences of a moratorium and
corresponding realignment of research priorities
would affect universities and medical schools, which
would have greater incentives to develop community
partnerships. Academic investigators would need to
reinvent themselves. Training of investigators would

move from the lab to the community. Centers for
Translational Science Institutes would shift their current emphasis from T1 (and some T2) research toward
a much greater focus on what is coming to be called T3
and T4 research.9 T3 and T4 research extend translation from effectiveness to implementation and then to
policy and broad public health implementation concerned with larger-scale public health impact. Such a
refocus would surely respond to a historic conundrum
of trials in resource-poor developing countries. Historically, in research trials, considerable segments of
www.ajpmonline.org
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the population are eliminated, and the design of the
interventions preclude generalizability and availability
of the intervention in most practices, even if the intervention is effıcacious.61,62

Anticipated Reactance
We have focused attention and identifıed the consequences of a moratorium on effıcacy-style RCTs. This is
good science and responds to a set of issues that has been
severely limiting the impact, relevance, and timely application of the present science. Admittedly the ideas propose changes to the currently dominant philosophy of
science held by many medical researchers—and proposing science that moves away from a mechanistic, reductionist view to a contextualist63 or realist perspective.35
This proposal embraces theories and suggests testing
concepts of dynamic systems, organizational factors, complexity science, and unintended consequences: all necessary
to do good science in the messy, real world. Such a shift
would result in more qualitative and mixed-methods research,26,40 as well as modeling simulations, and force integration of that thinking into the current view of science.
There would be a primary, rather than tertiary, focus on
pragmatic trials, feasibility, cost effectiveness, generalizability, and external validity.6,9,13,14 In addition, if research no
longer focused on isolated components but emphasized
study of complex interventions60 in multiple contexts
(Table 1), then studies of variation64 and impacts of
variation in participants, settings, intervention staff, and
delivery conditions would also be prioritized.
The defınition of insanity is doing the same thing over
and over again and expecting a different result.
Albert Einstein

Conclusion
The current model of mechanistic simplifıcation and isolation of key factors in “effıcacy-style RCT” intervention research clearly has not produced the results needed—and
there is no indication that faster, more applicable results
from this paradigm are on the horizon. The diffıcult issues to
which answers are now needed—and quickly— can be summarized as complex problems of complex patients embedded in complex healthcare systems in complex and changing
communities that require complex interventions61,62,65 embedded in changing socioeconomic–political conditions
and health policies. Complex interventions1,2 that will produce complex outcomes must be studied, and it seems illogical to expect that a research paradigm established to answer
quite different types of questions under simple, decontextualized optimal conditions will produce the answers needed.
So perhaps a different— even radically different—approach
is worth a try.
June 2011
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